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PROVING IMPLEMENTATIONS CORRECT- TWO ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES
Hans-Dieter EHRICH and Udo LIPECK
University of Dortmund, Department of Informatics
Dortmund, Federal Republic of Germany

Motivated by the desire to prove imnlementations correct, we present two approaches to making
the fundamental notion of implementation as a relationshin between data tyoes orecise. The
first one captures the idea of simulation, while the second one, being more constructive in
nature, formalizes the idea of constructing on a given basis in distinguished steps something
isomorphic to a given target structure. Both approaches give rise to corresoonding oroof
methods which are demonstrated in examoles. The aporoaches are shown to be equivalent as
far as the existence of imolementations is concerned.
1. INTRODUCTION

The essential task of orogramming is to bridge
the conceptual distance between the facilities
of a programming language and an abstractly
formulated solution for a user's oroblem, based
on a certain application. Therefore orograms
are designed via some intermediate levels of
(bottom-up) abstraction or (top-down) refinement {2}. Between these levelssimpler
programming stens aooly to "realize" or
"implement" the concepts of a higher level by
those of the next lower one.
The basic components of such a hierarchical
design are formed by modules {11} having a
specified behaviour and communicating with
other modules via specified interfaces.
Intuitively speaking, a module is a unit built
up from data, operations, and processes. A simple example of a module is a procedure describing a function in the mathematical sense. More
complex modules are data types {6,9}, consisting
of a collection of data objects tagether with a
set of Operations examining and manipulatinq
these data. Such modules are supported by quite
a lot of programming languages, e.g. SIMULA,
CLU, ALPHARD, MODULA, ADA. Even more sophisticated modules include processes defined in
terms of the operations and some control struc".
tures. For the time being, we exclude processes
from our considerations and concentrate on data
type modules.

~

When designing a software system, it is most
important that higher level modules are implemented correctly by lower level modules. To
this end, it is necessary to develop more
formal and rigorous methods to investiqate
what "implementation" means precisely, independently of any programming language. Obviously, a precise notion of implementations requires
a precise notion of a module. For equationally
defined abstract data types, there have been
several approaches to defining implementation
as a relationship between data types or their
specifications {1,3-4,5,8}, providing a basis
for developing verification methods for proving
implementations correct. That work has been
influenced by Guttag's ideas {6,7}. A more
general concept of data tyne and implementation
is due to Mayoh {lo}.

In this paoer, we discuss two alternatives for
making the notions of data type and implementation precise. The first one is based on
Mayoh's aoproach. The other one, which is baied
on the apnroaches of the authors {4,8}, takes
a more constructive viewpoint. While a great
deal of the literature cited above uses a rather
sophisticated algebraic machinery, our objective
in this paper is to use as simole and elementary
mathematics as nossible in order to exoose the
fundamental structure of imnlementation.
2. FUNCTIONAL DATA TYPES
One of the central ideas in modular orogramming
is that the external use of a module may denend
onlv on its snecified behaviour, not on internal
pec~liarities of a particular realization. If
the module is a nrocedure, its behaviour is
readily exnressed by its innut-outout function.
If the module, however, has an "internal memory",
e.q. some files, its behaviour at a certain
moment deoends on its history, i .e. on some
(or all) previous inouts, startfng from the
moment the module was created. In such cases
the behaviour (assumed to be deterministic) can
be characterized by a function mapping input
histories to outouts.
Therefore, in a very general sense, module
behaviour can be understood as a function whose
arguments typically oossess some structure.
Without assuming a soecific structure for the
ti'me being, we ca 11 the arguments "exoress i ons"
and the outputs "values".
Following Mayoh {lo}, we define a (functional)
data tyoe as the behaviour of a module.
Definition 2.1:
A functional data tyne is a total surjective
funct10n
ö

E -

V

(called "evaluation") from a nonempty set of
exoressions E to a set of values V.
(Whenever it will not cause confusion, we will
omit the adjective 'functional' .)
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This definition reflects the intuition that
each expression possesses a value (perhaps
'undefined'), and each value appears as the
result of evaluating some expression. Since E
i s nonempty, V cannot be empty either.
Example 2.2:
Consider, as an example of a module, queues
with their characteristic operations add (to
the rear), remove (at the front) and Trünt.
Let B be a set of entries, and let b0 be a
distinguished entry (playing the role of a default option). Then, queue values are defined
tobestrings over B, formally vq = s* , and
expressions Eq are defjned inductively as
follows:
(i) empty is a ~ueue exDression; each b
is an entry expression.

B

E

(ii) If q is a queue expression and b is an
entry expression, then add b to q and remove q
are queue expressions, ana front of q ~
entry expression.
(iii) Eq contains exactly the queue and entry
expressions constructable by (i) and (ii).
The evaluation
oq: Eq - Vq is given by: (of
course, cSq(b)=b for beB)
6 ( empty)

q-oq
(add
- b -to q)
cSq(remove q)

oq(front of q)

(the empty string)

E

oq(q)ooq(b)

f:fb

box
if 8q(q)
for some x E s*, b c: B
otherwise
if

'qlql

0

(x)

if

X

f. i ]

otherwise

3. IMPLEMENTATION AS SIMULATION
Let ot: Et- Vt be the data type to be implemented, called the target data tyoe, and let
ob; Eb- Vb be that used for imolementation,
called the base data tyoe. A very natural notion
of implementat10n is due to ~1ayoh {lo}. It
reflects the idea that ob simulates the behaviour of ot in the sense that each tarqet exoression is encoded as a base exoression and evaluated by ob. This value is then decoded to a
target value such that it is the same as that
resultinq from evaluating the original expression directly by ot. These conditions are
summarized as follows:
Definition 3.1:
ob imolements ot iff there are
a function encode: Et- Eb and a partial
function decode: vb- vt such that the diagram
in fig. 1 commutes, i.e.:
decode (6 0 (encode(e)))

ot(e)
for all e

e

Et

encode

box

for some x "' s*, b
bo otherwise

The evaluation oa: Ea - Va is defined as
fall ows;
AX[b 0 J (the constant
oa(new)
with value b0 )

e

B

Example 2.3;
We giveonemore example that will be used later
for implementing queues, namely (idealized)
arrays. Let B, b0 given as in ex. 2.2. Then,
values are defined tobe functions from~ (the
natural numbers including 0) to B (where only
a finite number of arguments has a function
value ~ b0 ), representing infinite arrays with
indices 0,1,2, ... , and elements from B as the_~
result of array accesses. Formally, Va = B u ~-.
Expressions Ea are defined inductively:
(i) new is an array expression; each bEB is
an entry expression.
(ii) If a is an array exoression, 1 1s a natural number, and b is an entry exoression,
then a[iJ:=b is an array expression and a[iJ is
an entry expression.
(iii) Ea contains exactly the array and entry
expressions constructable by (i) and (ii).

decode

Figure l
From the commutativity of the diagram, it follows
that encode is a total and decode is a surjective function.
Defining implementations as simulations as above
sugqests a conceptually simple method for
correctness oroofs: given ot and o0 , we must
specify the encode and decode functions and
prove commutativity of the diagram.
Examole 3.2:
We want to imolement queues by arrays with two
pointers, front and rear. The oueue data type
is descdbed in ex. 2.2 . For imolementati'on,
we need a da ta type derived from the arrays
(ex. 2.3) as follows: Values are trioles (front,
rear, array), formally V0 =~X~ X Va •
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Expressionsare all triples consisting of
natural number exrressions in the first two
components and an array expression in the last.
Formally, Eb = E~ x E~ x Ea , where EN is the
set of expressions made up from natural numbers
and the operations + and -. Then
öb(<m,n,a>):=(m,n,oa(a)) defines the evaluation.
Intuitively, a queue is represented by an interval in the array, bounded by front and rear.
This idea leads to the following inductive definition of the encode function:
encode(empty)
<0 0 , new>
<f r , a> .
Let encode(q)
encode(add b to q)= <f , r+l , a[rJ := b>
, new>
.o
if f+l = r or f = r = 0
encode(remove q) =
<f+l , r, a> otherwise
if f = r = 0
encode(front of q)=1[ bo
a[fJ
otherwi se

r

The domain of the decode function is the set
{(f,r ,a) I f=r=O or f < r }
and decode is defined by:
decode( (f,r,a) ) := blobzo·. ,obr-f E' s*
where bi = a(f-l+i)
(i=l, ... ,r-f)
Thus the position of such an interval in the
array and. the entries outside that interval are
ignored.
In order to prove that (encode, decode) is an
implementation, we must show:
decode(ob(encode(q))) = oq(q)
for all q e Eq .
This can be done by induction over the expressions in Eq. We carry out the case
q = add b ~ q'. The remaining cases are
Straightforward and left to the reader.
q = add b to q'
Let encode(q') = <f ,r ,a> . By induction,
we assume that decode(ob(encode(q')))=oq(q' ).
Then we ha ve:
decode(ob(encode(add b to q')))
decode(ob(<f ,r+l , a[rJ:=b>))
oa(a[rJ:=b)))
decode((f ,r+l
decode( (f ,r+l

AX [

5

a (:) (x) ifxir]))
otherwise

bl obzo ... obr-fob
where bi=oa(a)(f-l+i) (i=l, ... ,r-f)
decode((f,r,oa(a)))
ob
decode(ob(<f,r,a>))
ob
decode(ob(encode(q') ))ob
oq(q')ob
by assumption
oq(add b ~ q')

0
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4. ABSTRACT DATA TYPES
The above method for describinq modules and
verifying imolementations requires us to deal
with the values involved exolicitly. For this
ourpose, certain mathematical models like
functions (for arrays), strinqs (for queues)
etc. are usually used. Giving full details
about values, however, is not always desirable
for abstract design and often oractically
impossible in a nrecise wav, narticularly for
comolex systems. The main disadvantage is that
man_y technical aeculiarities of the model chosen
must be considered in addition to the intended
and essential nrooerties of a data type.
Hence, the behaviour characteristics ought
to be defined fndependently of any exolicit
value structure, i .e. in an "abstract" way
(cf. {1,6}). This suggests that we should
describe the results of evaluations relatively,
i.e. by relating the exoressions to each other:
two expressions are equivalent iff they evaluate to the same value.
A formal basis flttinq this view can be derived
from our definition z:l of functional data
tyoes. Secause of surjectivity, the underlying
function o induces an equfvalence relation on
the exoressfons as follows:
e ~
1 8 e2 iff o(e1 )=o(e 2) for e1 ,e 2 e E
That means: the values are in bijective corresoondence with the equivalence classes of exoressions. - With resnect to other, structured
(algebraic or order-theoretic) aooroaches to
data tyoes (where o resn. the induced relation
has to satisfy certain compatibility conditions),
we call the equivalence relation a 'congruence'.
Definition 4.1:
An abstract data tyoe
D=(E,=)
is given by a set of exoressions E and a
congruence ~ on E.
Oefi.niti'on 4. 2:
The (functional) data types oresented by an
abstract data type D = (E,~) are those maooings
6: E- V with induced congruence equal to ~.
- These are not considered to be essentially
different from oD: E- v0 , where V0 is E/=,
the set of congruence classes, and a0 maos
each exoression to its eouivalence class.
For practical aoplicatfons, we need finite
soecifications of all eouivalences among exores~
sions. Equational syste~s orovide a well-known
technique for dofng that, having the advantage
of being theoretically investigated by many
researchers in various fields. If the exoressions are constant terms built un from a set of
ooeration Sj~bols (without variables), equatfons
between terms with vadab l es ca n be set up,
from which exactly all valid equations tietween
expressions can be generated canonically.
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Queues and arrays as in example 2.2 and 2.3
can be specified by the following finite sets
of equations:
Example 4.3:
Queues:
Let band q be variables to be substituted by
entry and queue expressions respectively.
remove empty
= empty
remove ( add b !Q_ q)
j_.f. q = empty then empty
else add b to remove q fi
front of empty
= b0
front of (add b to q)
j_.f. q = empty then b
else front of q fi
Example 4.4:
Arrays:
Here i/j, b/b 1/b 2 , and aarevariables for
numbers, entries, and arrays.
new[i J :=b 0
(a[iJ:=b 1)CjJ:=b 2
if i=j then
el se
new[j J
(a[i J :=b)[jJ
if i=j then
5. IMPLEMENTATION

= new
a[iJ:=b 2
(a[jJ:=b. 2 )[i J;=b 1 fi

Thirdly, exactly this representation is interpreted as target. Actually, this step is~
OlVTOed into two steps: renresentation expressions standing for the same target entities are
identified such that the resultant abstract
data tyne is isomorohic to the target.
As a technical tool for talking about relationshins between abstract data tvoes, we introduce
the notion of mornhism as a structure oreserving
mao, by analogy to homomorohisms in algebra.
Definition 5.1:
Let Di = (Ei,~il ,i=l',1, be abstract data types.
A morphism f: 00 - o1 from 00 to 01 is given by
a function f': E0 - E1 such that
e =0 e => f'(e)~ 1 f'(e) for all e,e E E0 .
Morphisms of abstract data types have obvious
counteroarts on the level of functional data
types, as indicated by the following prooosition.
Proposition 5.2:
A function f': E0 - E1 determines a morphism
f: 00 - o1 iff, for arbitrary data types
oi ~ Ei -V; presented by D; (i=0,1), there is
a function f": vo- v1 suchthat

bo
b else a[jJ

fl

AS STEPWISE CONSTRUCTION

Let Ob and Dt be abstract data types, called
"base" and "target". We are now going to de·
scfibe how an imolementation of the tarnet can
be constructed from the base. Intuitively
speaking, Ob plays the role of a (virtual)
"machine", and to implement means to "program"
this machine such that the programs behave in
some sense like the target. More precisely,
the implementation constitutes an abstract
data type Dip that is isomorohic to Dt. It is
not quite obvious how to capture the idea of
programming as a relationship between Ob and
D;p· Intuition and experience suggest that
this relationship is subdivided into three
steps, in coincidence with the approaches
taken in {5,8}, and related to the ideas in
{1}.

Firstly, the base is enriched by additional
expressions, the "programs", designed to
correspond to target expressions. They are
defined somehow in terms of the base expressions. Thus a realization data tyne is obtained, where 5oth 5ase and new expressions
can be applied.
Secondly, the enriched base is restricted
to a part forming the actual representat1on
of the target. The remaining expressions of
the realization are hidden for the user of
the implementation.

The easy proof is left to the reader. Such oairs
(f' ,f") are called morohisms of (functional)
data tyoes.
Those imolementation steos between abstract
data tyoes outlined above can be clarified by
soecial morphisms.
Definition 5.3:
f: 00 - o1 is an isomorohism iff f': E0 - E1
is bijective, and the inverse maooing
-1
f' : E1 - E0 determi nes a morohi sm, too.
This means that not only the exoressionsl but
also the congruence classes are in one-to-one
correspondence.
Definition 5.4:
f: 00 - o1 is an enrichment iff
f' is injective, and we have
(i) for each e e E0 , there is an expression
e e E1 suchthat e= 1f' (e)
(ii) for all e,e e E0 : f'(e)~ 1 f' (e) iff e~ 0 e.
Enriching an abstract data tyoe means adding
exoressions such that each new exoression must
be defined as equivalent to some 6ld one
(comnleteness), and that no new equivalences
are introduced on the old exnressions
·
(consistency).
Definition 5.5:
f: 00 - o1 is a restriction iff f' is injective,
and for all e,eEE 0 : e=c 0
iff f'(e) ~1 f'(e).

e
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Definition 5.6:
f: 00 - o1 is an identification iff f' is
bijective.
All that can happen with an identificatiön
is that nonequivalent expressions in 00 are
mapped to equivalent expressions in o1 and
thus identified. The exnression sets are
the same, up to unique renaming.
Now we are in a position to give a precise
definition of implementation according to
our above argument.
Definition 5.7:
An implementation of a target Dt by a base 00
is a quadruple I = (er,rs,id,i) of morphisms
as depicted in the following diagram, where
er is an enrichment, rs is a restriction, id
is an identification, and i is an isomorohism.

ob

e\ /:eeo~ I

ot

Figure 2
Dr' Drep' and Dip are called the realization,
representation, resp. implementation data tyoe.
This situation of implementation between abstract data types can equivalently be stated
on the level of data tynes as evaluation
functions.
Proposition 5.8:
For the respective mornhisms according to
proo. 5.2 the following conditions must hold:
(i)

er' is injective, er" is bijective.

(ii) rs' is in.iective, rs" is. injective.
(iii)id' is bijective, id" i.s sur.jective.
(iv)

i' is bijective, i" is bijective.

On the basis of this definition of imolementa~
tion, correctness proofs for implementations
have to establish the existence of the respective morphisms with their required prooerties. That rs is a restriction and id is an
identification is usually evident. The key
poi nts to check a re er bei ng an enrichment,
i.e. er being complete and consistent, and i
being an isomorphism.
Example 5.9:
Subsequently, we give an imnlementation of
queues by arrays in the sense of definition 5.7

(cf. also ex. 3.2). Theseare snecified
equationally as abstract data tynes in examples
4.3 and 4.4 .
The accurate base abstract data tyne describes
trioles consistinq of an array and two natural
numbers. It is obtained from arrays by adding
triple exoressions <m,n,a>, where m,n are
natural number exnressions and a is an array
exoression, natural number exoressions t.oroj 1 ,
t.proj 2 , where t is a triole expression, and
array exnressions t.oroj 3 . The soecification is
comoleted by the equations
(i=l,2,3)
<t 1 ,t 2 ,t 3>.oroj 1 = t 1
<t, proj 1 , t. nroj '), t. oroj 3> = t
First we have to enrich the base to an
aoorooriate
realization 0r . For mnemonic
..
.
ourposes, proj 1 ,oroj 2 ,oroj 3 are renamed by
f,r,arr (the numbers are to olay the roles of
oointers to front and rear). The followinq
exoressions are added:
- init, addrear(t,b), removefront(t) as new
triole exoressions,
- and front(t) as new entry expressions.
Here, t and b may be reolaced by arbitrary
triole resn. entrv exoressions. These new
exoressions are related to the base exoressions
by the followinq equations:
init
<0,0, new>
addrear(t,b)
<t.f, t.r+l, t.arr[t.rJ:=b>
removefront(t)=
if t.r-t.f::;l then <0,0, new>
else <t.f+l, t.r, t.arr;> fi
front(t}
if t.f=t.r then b0
else t.arr[t.f]

fi

This soecification obviously is comolete and
consistent w.r.t. the base.
Now we have to choose a restriction of Dr that
is to be used as renresentation (Drep) of queues
(our target). It consists of all those expressions constructable with init, addrear, removefront, front, and all b e B, tagether with their
inherited congruence.
The next steo is to interoret reoresentation
exoressions as target exoressions. To this end,
we consider the bijective renaming given by
associating init with emnty, addrear with
add ... to ... , remavefront with remove, front
w1th front of, and each entry b~ith itself.
Let ~: Erep- Eq be this maooing.
According to our definition of imolementation,
we describe the internretation in two substens
namely an identification and a subsequent
·
isomorohism. The 1dentification is readily obtained by settinq E; 0 = Erep , and simply
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adding the target equations from example 4.3
-mapped by 6-1_ to Drep• thus getting D;p·

II

Then we have a bijective mapping i=~- 1 : Eq~Eip
That i is an abstract data type morphism is
·evident from the construction. In order to
prove isomorphism, we must check whether we
have not identified too much. Technically
speaking, i- 1 must be a morphism, too, or
equivalently: ei"q e=> i(e)i";p i(e) for all
e ;e·

E

Eq-

We give the main arguments of the proof:
For queue expressions e,e there are queue expressions g,g with g=q e and 9=qe, such that
g and gare terms in the operations empty and
add ... _!Q ... alone, and we have e=q e iff g=g,
i.e. g and gare equal as expressions. This
can be proven by induction. Evidently, g=g
iff i(g)=i(g), since i is bijective. By induction using base and realization equations,
we can show that i(g)=repi(g) enforces
i(g)=i(g), and adding target equations has no
effects on the~e expressions, i.e. ~(g)=;pi_(g)
iff i(g),.repi(g). Consequently, eiqe ;:,g~g
=;>i(g)~i(g)

;:,i(e)=ipi(g)~ipi(g)=i(e).

o

6. EQUIVALENCE OF THE APPROACHES
Wi th respect to functi ona l da ta types, both.
n.otions of implementation cover the same cases
of base- target pairs. The following equivalence proof demonstrates how one sort of
implementation can be transformed into the
other one.
Theorem 6.1
Let Ob, Dt be abstract data types and ob, ot
funct'iona l data types presented by Ob, Dt. Then,
there exists an implementation I= (encode,
decode) of. ot by öb ( accordi ng to def. 3.1) if
and only if there is an implementation
I=(er, rs,id, i) of Dt by Ob (acc. def. 5.7).
Proof: Because of space 1imitations, we can
only give a short sketch. The situations for I
and I are depicted in figures 1 and 3, respectively.
(Cf. prop. 5.8).

Figure 3

;:, ":

Given I, we set
6rep .- Öb oencode: Et
~ vb
.- 6b+ 6rep:
or
Eb+Et~ Vb
~ vt
öip .- <Dt :
Et
and id" .- decode. (The other maps are trivial)
"~": Given

Y, we set

encode .- (öroer')- 1ooro(rs'old'-1 oi'):Et-+Eb
decode := (is"r 1 aid"a(rs"f 1 aer":
Vb-+Vt
The required conditions can be shown straightforward.
0
This result gives some support to our belief
that the formalizations presented here really
meet the intuitive concept of implementation.
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